SECONDARY STUDENT WORKSHEET
List the themes you can identify in this exhibition.
(Hint: Look at the way the art works are grouped or displayed)

Why have the artists in the exhibition made their work? List five reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Make an inventory of all the materials the artists have used.
How many materials can you identify?

List some of the artists who’ve combined more than one medium to create their work:
x+x=
x + x=
x+x=

Identify the technologies used to create art today. What tools are required
to make these art works come to life?
FACT- FINDING MISSION
Can you find the answers to these questions?

(Hint: Look at the exhibition catalogue, documentary or labels for assistance)
• Which artist was inspired by a female English autho
r?

• Describe the soundtrack used in Brad Loudon’s film
Places and spaces 2010.

What’s the author’s name?
• Which two artists like skateboarding?

• How many artists have used stitching?

• What is the mystery item featured on each box
in Dang Nguyen’s Outside box 2010?

• Which artist provides an insight into the seven stage
s of
Alzheimer’s disease?

• What is MNZ 2010 about? (Artist: Ahmad Shah Nazar
i)

• What is it about a mushroom that appeals to Ailie
James-McMaster? (Art work: Sporulation from the
universal veil 2010)
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Find these art works, study them and finish the sentences below :
Shalisa Sanderson - Starving 2010
I need to be thin because …..

Rishenda Eldridge - Sticks and stones 2010
Sticks and stones will break my bones but …..

Rebecca Nguyen - Phoenix rising from the
ashes 2010
A phoenix represents …..

Georgia MacKay - Plastic bag 2010
Home for me is …..

Circle the words that represent feminism in this exhibition:
heart
dress
rose

tears
skeleton
feather

book
pink slipper
fork

How many cultures or countries can you identify that have influenced some of
the artists?
Culture or Country		

Evidence in art work

Choose three photographs in this exhibition and complete the table below :
Title		

Photographic angle used		

Effect
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MEET TWO OF THE ARTISTS!
Samantha Kummerfeld
Good Shepherd Catholic College (Mt Isa)
Age: 17
Study: Undertaking a Bachelor of Education (Primary),
with the hope of studying some art electives.
Hobbies: Photography, listening to music and watching sports.
Future goals: In ten years time, I hope to be teaching primary
students in a small town located near a big city. I also hope
to own a small photography business where I will do shoots, weddings and hopefully small exhibitions during the school holidays.
Future projects: I want to create photography that speaks to the viewer in an emotional way, instead of just capturing
a pretty picture. When working with photography, you are capturing a moment in time for others to analyse and
interpret for themselves. There are no guidelines for how someone should look at a photograph; instead, we project our own
experiences and understandings onto a photo of a person we may have never seen before.

Samantha asks:
• How do your experiences influence you when understanding a
photograph that has been captured for all to see?
• What aspects of the image do you feel visually represent
capturing a moment in time?
• If time were to stand still, what would be the moment
that would define you and your personality? A moment
that you have let slipped by without any thought, or a
moment that has become a milestone in your life?
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Rishenda Eldridge
Kings Christian College
(Gold Coast)
Age: 18
Study: Completing a 12-month art course with the aim
of pursuing an art degree next year at Griffith University,
South Brisbane.
Hobbies: I make small art works in my free time and go to
the movies once a week.
Future goals: To work in the art industry. Plan to be an art teacher later in life as my art teachers were my role models.
Current projects: At the moment I am doing an art work to feature inside a church and publication.
Rishenda asks:
• If I had drawn the objects in my art work rather than using real bones and rocks, would it have had the
same effect?
• Sticks and stones can break our bones. Do words still harm you? Although the saying implies words don’t harm us,
what do you believe?
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EXHIBITION CRITIC
What criteria do you think were used to choose these art works for
inclusion in the Creative Generation Excellence Awards in Visual Art
and Design exhibition?
In your opinion, Which art work is the most successful at communicating
a central message? Why?
MY CREATIVE GENERATION ENTRY
Plan your art work entry for future Creative Generation Excellence Awards by
answering the following questions:
• Theme or Main idea:

• Techniques to use:

• Materials to use:

• Duration - how long it will take to make?

• Inspired by (people, events or memories):

Now sketch your proposed art work below :
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BACK IN THE CLASSROOM
Research the following:

• 
Da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man, referred to in Lauren Clark’s
Vitruvian woman 2010

• 
The seven stages of Alzheimer’s disease, identified in
Rebecca Mulligan’s A progression of memories 2010

• 
The influence of artists Jen Shin and Jean Harmon Allan on
Claire Murray’s Anonymous remains ... 2010

• 
How mushrooms are created in the earth, referred to Ailie
James-McMaster’s Sporulation from the universal veil 2010

This resource has been developed by the Access, Education and Regional Services Section Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Text by: Melina Mallos
Designed by: Sally Nall
The Creative Generation Excellence Awards in Visual Art and Design
are an initiative of the Department of Education and Training, and are
supported by the Queensland Art Gallery and Museum and Gallery
Services Queensland.
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